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Foreword 

Over the years, the effectiveness of military weaponry has been 
enhanced to an increasing degree by technology until today soldierly 
prowess on the battlefield is less and less dependent on physical 
strength. High technology continues to be the force multiplier which in 
fact determines the outcome of combat operations. 

Modern weapons are not forged in the heat of battle, but rather in a 
scientist's laboratory and/or in an engineer's computer, thereby imparting 
an element of uncertainty as to their effectiveness in actual wartime 
conditions. In this situation, those who design, produce and deploy those 
weapons are most interested in the results obtained when troops use them in 
combat. 

All the "little" wars since World War II, from Korea to the Middle 
East to Afghanistan and the Falklands, have involved various advanced 
technology weaponry, and the major military powers have eagerly totaled the 
balance sheet during and after each conflict. The superpowers have been 
able to "go to school" in these conflicts, and the results of their 
evaluations will influence the design of future weapons systems. 

In this context, then, it is important for us to study the way in 
which the Soviet Union has reviewed and judged the relative effectiveness 
of weapons and operations in the brief but intense struggle between Great 
Britain and Argentina. 

The Center for Strategic Technology is most pleased to have been able 
to bring to this task one of the most able and agile military minds in the 
U.S. today, that of Dr. Jacob Kipp of the Department of History at Kansas 
State University, currently in a visiting faculty position at Miami 
University. Dr. Kipp's incisive study traces the Soviets' varied reactions 
to the Falklands War and provides some most interesting commentary on their 
analyses. 

Richard E. Thomas 
Director 
The Center for Strategic Technology 
October 1983 
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Much as professional historians do not like to admit it, history does 

seem to have a way of repeating itself. Current events and those from the 

past do focus the mind of the observer on historical parallels and invite 

historical comparisons. Such was the case for this author in his own 

reflection on the Falkland Conflict. Having spent the better part of four 

years studying the impact of technological modernization on the Russian 

Navy in the second half of the nineteenth century, I was intrigued by the 

lively debates among Russian naval officers regarding the lessons to be 

drawn from the naval wars of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries, including their own disastrous involvement in the Russo-Japanese 

War. Russian naval officers, like naval professionals elsewhere, had lived 

through radical changes in the art of waging war at sea, had little or no 

combat experience until the battles of the Russo-Japanese War, and were 

trying to draw out the lessons of these naval wars in order to reformulate 

their own tactical and strategic conceptions.^ 

In the spring of 1982, when the Falklands Conflict erupted between 

Great Britain and Argentina, I was teaching a course on naval history and 

so found myself drawn to the press accounts and then the first attempts at 

analyzing the Conflict in naval journals. I read with interest the British 

White Paper on the Falkland Conflict when it appeared in December 1982. 

All this literature shared a common theme about the Falklands Conflict. As 

Former Secretary for Defense John Nott described the involvement of British 

forces, "The campaign provided the Royal Navy's first experience of battle 

in the missile age."^ While Nott cautioned against applying lessons 

learned in the South Atlantic to the Navy's mission in NATO, the fact that 

it was the first large-scale naval campaign of the postwar period attracted 

the attention of defense analysts from around the globe.3 



For this observer, the question immediately arose: How are the 

Soviet naval officers treating this conflict in their literature? Do they 

see it as an event from which important lessons about naval tactics, 

operations, and strategy can be drawn? Have they begun the process of 

integrating the lessons of the Anglo-Argentine Conflict into their own 

system of military science and through that into Soviet military doctrine? 

Have their perceptions about the naval art in the contemporary world been 

changed as a result of the Falklands War? To answer any of these 

questions, it is necessary to do two things. The first, and a relatively 

simple operation, is to collect the relevant Soviet naval literature. The 

second involved the integration of the comments of that literature into the 

categories of Soviet military science. 

The Ideological Prism and Military Science 

For all Soviet officers, "military science is the system of knowledge 

about the character and laws of war, on the preparation of the armed forces 

and the country for war and the means to conduct it."^  It is based upon 

Marxist-Leninist ideology, which serves as a prism through which external 

events are organized and categorized.  It has a class basis and is infused 

with the spirit of the Party. It is, however, also shaped by the practical 

experience of war, and it is the unity of theory and practice which 

ultimately, according to the Soviets, guarantees the successful application 

of military science to the conduct of armed conflict.5 As a recent work by 

a group of senior officers with the Soviet Academy of the General Staff of 

the Armed Forces asserted: 

The most concentrated expression of military-scientifie knowledge 
are to be found in Soviet military doctrine, which embodies a sys- 
tem of scientifically sound views on the reality, character, and 



means of conducting war, as well as on the demands of military 
construction, the preparation of the armed forces and country for 
the complete defeat of the aggressor. Soviet military doctrine 
finds its concrete manifestation in the theory and practice of the 
construction of the armed forces, in strategy, operational art, 
and tactics.^ 

Thus, military science and military doctrine are intimately linked in 

Soviet military thought. Military doctrine is described in the Soviet 

Military Encyclopedia as a "system of views, which have been adopted by a 

state, on the goals and character of a possible war, on the preparations of 

the country and its armed forces for war, and on the means to conduct the 

war." Military doctrine determines what sort of enemy against whom the 

probable war will be fought, the character and objectives of the war in 

which the state and its armed forces are expected to participate and the 

missions of the armed forces. Military doctrine in the Soviet view has two 

closely connected and mutually conditioned sides: the political and the 

military-technical, with the preeminent role going to the former. The 

political side, which manifests the influence of Clausewitz on 

Marxist-Leninist concepts, includes questions relating to the political 

goals and character of war, the influence of these matters on the 

construction of the armed forces and on the preparation of the nation for 

war. The military-technical side, in keeping with the political 

conditions, includes questions relating to the means of conducting war, 

military structure, and the technical equipping of the armed forces and the 

maintenance of their combat readiness.^ Military science shapes and, in 

turn, is shaped by military doctrine. 

One part of the Soviet military science is military art, which has 

been defined as "the theory and practice of the preparation and conduct of 



military actions on land, at sea and in the air. The component parts of 

military art are strategy, operational art, and tactics."^ In the case of 

the Falklands Conflict, the character of that conflict made its analysis 

fall within one particular area of Soviet military art, i.e., Soviet naval 

art. The naval art has been defined as: "The theory and practice of the 

preparation and conduct of combat actions by forces of navy independently 

or in combined action with other types of the armed forces."*^ As the 

authors of The History of the Naval Art reminded their readers in 1969: 

The Navy is one of the branches of the Soviet Armed Forces. It fulfills 

its missions on the basis of a unified military doctrine for all of the 

Soviet Armed Forces, common site strategy.10 The Naval art deals with 

questions relating to the "preparation and conduct of military actions at 

sea, of naval operations, and battles and includes the study of the 

strategic use of the Navy, operational art, and naval tactics."H Soviet 

naval commentators on the Falklands Conflict thus are operating within a 

very specific intellectual-institutional environment, one dominated by an 

ideological prism and a given bureaucratic structure relating to defense 

matters. However, their mandate to study and comment upon changes in the 

conduct of war at sea is broad. Their ideology emphasizes the process of 

change in human affairs. "Since war at sea, just like war in general, is a 

socio-historical phenomenon, the forms and methods of the use of the navy's 

forces, i.e., the naval art, are changed by the alteration of the 

socio-economic formation of these major stages of the historical 

development of human society."1^ Such changes in the phenomenon of war are 

not, however, of purely academic or ideological interest. Soviet naval 

officers are instructed to study the history of the naval art in order "to 



understand the phenomenon in its modern manifestation and even more to 

foresee its future."13 Thus, in its practical implications, Soviet studies 

of the Falklands Conflict are directed towards the prediction of the future 

nature of warfare at sea and so occupy a central place in the concerns of 

the naval art. Prediction ranks with partiinost' and purposefulness as the 

peculiarities that link Soviet military theory and praxis. It is the 

demands of military praxis which determine the concrete goals of 

military-scientific research, its problems and missions.1^ 

Military Science and the Falklands 

Forecasting or predicting in Soviet military science plays an 

important role since such "searches" address the resolution of concrete 

problems relating to military organizational development, the influence of 

scientific discoveries on the creation of new technical means of war, on 

the means of conducting military actions in future wars, perspectives on 

the modernization of the structure of the armed forces, their individual 

types and branches, the correlation of attack and defense, of offensive and 

defensive operations.  The resolution of such "search problems of military 

science," according to Soviet military intellectuals, has an effect on the 

development of military art, military-technical policy, and the ways of 

increasing the combat readiness of the army and navy.^^ Military praxis 

must be studied in all its complexity.  As the collective of authors from 

the Soviet General Staff Academy of the Armed Forces assert: 

All forms of military praxis have a direct significance for the 
development of military science and its concrete areas--strategy, 
operational art, and tactics. However, the praxis of combat 
activities of troops gives the most valuable factual material. 
The experience of combat action against a powerful, technologi- 
cally equipped enemy serves as that important step on the ladder 
of military knowledge without which new military theory cannot be 
built without which no sort of movement forward in military 
affairs is possible.^^ 



In general, Soviet military researchers are instructed to return to 

the primary documents in their studies of the planning and conduct of past 

military operations, but there is also a deep appreciation of the need to 

study modern instances of the use of armed forces. The analysis and 

generalization of the experience of contemporary local wars and armed 

conflicts is important because of what such analysis can contribute to the 

development of the military art. Indeed, Soviet authors point out that the 

aggressive forces of imperialism have looked on local wars as proving 

grounds for the testing of the latest models of weapons which could also be 

used in a world war.17 Thus, Soviet analysis of the Falklands Conflict 

does address a primary task for Soviet military science, and because of the 

nature of that conflict, for the naval officer-practitioners of 

military-scientific research. 

Sources 

Morskoi sbornik (Naval Digest), the journal of the Soviet Navy, has 

served as the primary forum for the discussion of the Falklands Conflict. 

One of the oldest professional naval publications in the world, founded in 

1848, Morskoi sbornik continues to be a vehicle for the analysis of 

professional issues facing the Navy. During the tenure of Admiral Sergei 

Gorshkov as Commander-in-Chief of the Soviet Navy, the journal has carried 

several important series of articles, including the Admiral's own "Navies 

in War and Peace" and the recent set on "The Theory of the Development and 

Use of the Navy."18 While the implications of these and other series of 

articles have been issues of debate within the Western analytical 

community, there is common agreement that the topics of the series 

represented central questions relating to the future development of the 

Soviet  Navy.19 



Morskoi sbornik began its series of articles on the Falklands 

Conflict with an unsigned, three-page treatment of the hostilities in its 

July 1982 issue. The article, entitled "Aviation Against Ships: Regarding 

the Anglo-Argentine Conflict," was scarcely more than a brief introduction 

to the course and outcome of the conflict, although it clearly indicated 

what some within the editorial collective of Morskoi sbornik saw as the 

central issue: the effectiveness of air operations against surface 

combatants.20 jhe second article in the series did not appear for four 

months and was carried in the section of the journal devoted to information 

about foreign navies. Its author. Rear Admiral I. Uskov, couched his 

presentation in terms of the lessons learned from the Falklands Conflict 

and concentrated upon the implications of the conflict for the role of 

surface warships in warfare at sea. Morskoi sbornik followed the Uskov 

article with an article on an aspect of the conflict in each of the next 

three issues. The first two were a two-part article on the war by two 

captains in the Soviet Navy, Captain 1st Rank B. Rodionov and Captain 2nd 

Rank N. Novichkov, on aviation tactics against warships and electronic 

warfare. Rodionov and Novichkov discussed at length the implications of 

new technologies--cruise missiles, radars and other sensor systems, air 

defense complexes, and automated systems of command and control on the 

basis of the Falklands Conflict. 

The authors of the articles published in 1982 presented their 

discussions of the lessons of the hostilities on the basis of foreign press 

reports and presented conclusions drawn by unnamed Western military 

specialists. The third article, in the February 1983 issue of Morskoi 

sbornik, represented something of a departure in this regard. Although it 

carried the statement that it was based upon material of the foreign press. 



it had been placed in the prestigious section of the journal devoted to 

"naval art." Its author. Admiral I.M. Kapitanets, Commander of the Baltic 

Fleet, treated the larger issue of the role of the navy in the 

Anglo-Argentine Conflict and touched upon many of the issues raised in the 

earlier articles. Kapitanets' emphases and conclusions were different in a 

number of ways from the earlier pieces. His article was nevertheless a 

dialectical synthesis of these earlier treatments and carried with it 

greater authority in its treatment of the impact of the hostilities on the 

execution of "fleet against fleet" and "fleet against shore" tasks. In 

March , E. Ratkin's article treating the landing itself appeared. In April 

1983, the most recent article in the series appeared. This article 

discussed in detail a topic that had been introduced in Uskov's piece, the 

Royal Navy's "Mobile Rear" in the South Atlantic. While these articles were 

again placed in the journal section devoted to information on foreign 

navies, they were distinctive in the fact that their authors carried no 

designation of naval rank.21 

This series which includes to date 7 articles and over 40 printed 

pages of material, present a serious investment of effort and editorial 

space to topics of major concern to the Soviet Navy. Collectively, they 

treat the Falklands Conflict as the first modern naval war of the postwar 

era, a struggle, according to Rear Admiral Uskov, where "the basic tasks of 

the combatants could be achieved either with the help of the navy or in 

combat with the navy."22 /\s an examination of the military praxis of 

foreign navies, including a modern naval force belonging to a hostile 

military coalition, the articles should be seen as an aspect of the ongoing 

debate about the development of the naval art and, particularly, the theory 

of the development and use of the navy. 

8 



Ideological Elements 

The articles contain a general description of this "naval war." And 

although most of the treatment of the conflict addresses questions of naval 

organization, weapons systems, and the conduct of naval operations, the 

articles do contain a more general discussion of the ideological 

implications of the conflict for the nature of the threat confronting the 

Soviet Union and the socialist camp. The authors in Morskoi sbornik did 

not choose to treat the Falklands Conflict as just another local war, i.e., 

hostilities conducted by imperialism against nations struggling for 

national independence.^3 jhe first article in the series offered a 

historical background of the Anglo-Argentine dispute over ownership of the 

Falklands and chose to characterize Argentina as "an unaligned country." 

However, other Soviet articles have chosen to treat the conflict as a 

struggle among imperialist states, reflecting the Leninist thesis regarding 

the uneven development of capitalism as a source of conflict among such 

states. Soviet naval authors have attributed materialist motives to the 

British decision to defend the islands from Argentine seizure and point to 

the possible presence of 70-80 billion tons of oil in the continental shelf 

around the islands as the motive.^^^ This explanation, which seems to 

suggest that modern captialism has entered an era of intense struggle and 

competition for oceanic resources, fits well within the theses developed by 

Admiral Sergei Gorshkov in The Sea Power of the State regarding the oceans 

as a natural resource base and the need of the state to exploit those 

resources.25 it is a theme that Admiral Gorshkov returned to in December 

1982 in an article entitled, "Contemporary Problems of the Study and the 

Exploitation of the World Ocean."26 



Link to Western Defense Strategy 

Such    assessments    of    the    likely    course    of    relations    among    the 

capitalist   powers   and the  centrality of  competition  for  oceanic   resources 

have, however,  been  linked in  Soviet  naval   circles with a  specific  shift  in 

Western   defense   strategy   in  the  1970's   towards   an   "oceanic"  posture.     As 

Vice  Admiral   K.A.   Stalbo   pointed   out   in   1981,   Western   naval   presence   and 

suasion  by naval   forces  had to be taken  into account  in  resolving questions 

relating to the defense of the USSR.    The Soviet Navy had to be deployed  in 

these   strategic   oceanic   theaters   of   operation   where   the   threats   to   the 

Soviet    Union    and    its    interests    arise    from   the    naval    forces    of    the 

"imperialist    aggressors".27       A   Western   oceanic   strategy,   according   to 

Stalbo, must be answered by a Soviet oceanic strategy. 

Admiral    Kapitanets,   in   his   discussion   of   the   British   decision   to 

fight   for  the  Falkland   Islands,  asserts   that   her majesty's  government  was 

motivated  by  a  desire  to keep control   of  strategic   raw materials—in  this 

case,  oil—and to control   an  important  strategic position on the sea  routes 

from the  Atlantic  to  the  Pacific  and the  shores  of Antartica.    Kapitanets 

goes   further  to   assert   that   U.S.   policy   supporting   Great  Britain   was   in 

part  based on the desire to strengthen  its  position  in  the South Atlantic. 

He   qualifies   this   assessment   later   by   stating   that   the   U.S.   support   of 

Britain   was,   in   part,   a   function   of  the  American   desire  to  maintain   the 

unity  of  the   NATO  alliance  and  that   in   a   choice   between   its   hemispheric 

obligations  and those to its  European  allies,  it would  elect to support the 

latter because of NATO's  role in U.S.  strategy against the Soviet  Union  and 

the  Soviet  Bloc.^^ 

The   Falklands   Conflict   emerges   in   the   Morskoi   sbornik   series   as   a 

local  war with  a difference.    Although Argentina was  at  one point described 

10 



as a non-aligned country, in the Rodionov and Novichkov article it was a 

country, run by a military regime, with a $40 billion dollar foreign debt 

and possessing no arms industry of its own.29 England, on the other hand, 

was consistently treated as a declining imperial power which, although it 

possessed a modern arms industry, found that it lacked many of the tools 

necessary to follow a policy of gunboat diplomacy in so distant a region. 

While Soviet naval officers were unanimous in their favorable comments 

about the British mobilization for war, they repeatedly pointed to 

deficiencies in the British order of battle and geo-military position. 

This was, they assert, an "unaccustomed factor" for the British 

Admiralty.30 

Phases 

All Soviet naval officers writing on the Falklands Conflict share a 

common periodization of the conflict. They divide the struggle into three 

distinct phases and characterize them as: the mobilization and deployment 

phase, the blockade and counter-blockade phase, and the amphibious 

operations phase. The first phase lasted from the end of March 1982 until 

the arrival of the Royal Navy's first echelon off the Falklands and the 

British declaration of a 200-mile war zone around the islands on April 12. 

The second phase continued for more than a month until May 21, when the 

amphibious assault on Port San Carlos began the final phase of the 

campaign, which ended on June 14 with the surrender of the Argentine 

garrison at Port Stanley. British success in each phase, according to 

Soviet naval authors, contributed to the final outcome of the campaign. 

Successful mobilization and deployment involved the resolution of a number 

of tasks associated with the great distance of the theatre from England and 

allowed the British to change decisively the correlation of forces in the 

11 



theatre to their advantage, particularly in terms of air power, where the 

Argentines had enjoyed a seven-to-one advantage at the time of the arrival 

of the first echelon but which had been changed to a three-to-one advantage 

by the time of the amphibious  assault.^^ 

"Mobile Rear" 

Rear Admiral Uskov was the first Soviet author to point explicitly to 

the importance of the mobilization and deployment battle as having a 

decisive impact on the outcome of the conflict. Uskov emphasized the 

importance of surface warships in the combat operations and pointed out 

that without them the English could not have achieved their operational 

objectives. The success of the Royal Navy's surface ships depended upon 

the creation of an "operational fleet," which could perform all the 

missions necessary to the achievement of the primary operational 

objective--the retaking of the Falkland Islands. Uskov pointed to the two 

ASW carriers with their mix of VSTOL and helicopter assets as the core of 

the British task groups, but he emphasized the fact that mobilization and 

the creation of a logistical support structure for the operational fleet 

made possible sustained operations in theatre. This mobilization and 

logistical structure Uskov described as a "mobile rear" (podvizhnyi tyl) 

and pointed out that the ratio of combatants to auxiliaries in the Royal 

Navy's operational fleet was one to one. Both Admirals Uskov and 

Kapitanets described the British fleet off the Falklands as a "balanced 

fleet," and Kapitanets goes so far as to suggest that England's ability to 

deploy 98 ships, including 57 warships (two ASW carriers and two atomic 

submarines), more than 150 airplanes and helicopters, and 8,000 marines and 

soldiers in two and one half months was a decisive factor in the final 

British    victory.32       Given    the    condition    of    Soviet    at-sea    logistical 

12 



support, these comments on the role of the Royai i^iavy's "moDile rear," take 

on added significance. 

In a detailed treatment of the British logistical services, N. 

Evgen'ev described what he saw as the central features of the system. In 

his treatment of the "mobile rear," Evgen'ev attributed British success to 

a combination of factors. He is explicit in his emphasis upon the linkage 

between at-sea logistical support for task groups and the need for forward 

bases. Thus, the availability of U.S. basing facilities on Ascension 

Island throughout the conflict made it possible to develop an intermediary 

base through which supplies could be dispatched to the combat zone.33 

Evgen'ev's point seems to be that the operations of naval formations in 

distant theaters require such bases, and superpowers cannot and should not 

be dependent upon the favors of other states for such basing. 

Evgen'ev points out that the Royal Navy had a limited number of 

auxiliaries available to support its fleet operations, but this number was 

quite inadequate to meet the needs of its operational fleet off the 

Falklands. Evgen'ev pinpoints a shortage of tankers within the Royal Navy 

as a critical problem that would have prevented uninterrupted combat 

operations off the islands by surface ships and aviation had the Admiralty 

not requisitioned and leased more than 20 private tankers. Evgen'ev also 

states that Britain's allies made available some their naval tankers for 

the transport of .aviation fuel to Ascension Island. Evgen'ev was also 

impressed with the mobilization of two other types of vessels for use by 

the Royal Navy: passenger liners as troop transports and containerships as 

aviation platforms and transports. In the case of the conversion of civil 

passenger liners, the Soviet author noted the speed of the conversion of 

13 



the    Canberra    and    Queen    Elizabeth     II. Regarding    the    use    of    the 

containerships, Evgen'ev pointed to their importance in providing 

indigenous aviation to the second and third echelons when they made their 

deployment to the region. In this manner, the containerships, Atlantic 

Conveyor and Atlantic Causeway, not only provided the air reinforcements to 

the aviation aboard the ASW carriers but also made it possible for both 

ships to remain in the combat zone on a sustained basis and thus allowed 

the British to maintain their blockade of the  islands.34 

The Royal Navy's "mobile rear" involved more than intermediary bases 

and fleet auxiliaries. Evgen'ev devoted substantial attention to the role 

of transport aviation in the British logistical system. Rapid deployment 

of about 1,000 men and equipment by plane to Ascension Island allowed the 

British to prepare the facilities there to handle the first echelon while 

it was in the process of steaming south. Air operations out of Ascension 

assumed a major character with more than 600 take-offs by Hercules and 

Victor aircraft from the island in the course of the conflict. Evgen'ev 

estimates that over 5,000 men and 7,000 tons of equipment were flown into 

Ascension  Island. 

Evgen'ev also took particular note of two other aspects of British 

air logistic operations out of Ascension Island. The first was the use of 

Hercules transports to fly equipment to the operational fleet and the use 

of paradrop and helicopter pick-up to recover such cargos. The entire 

operation has relevance to the Soviet Navy's own distant operations. Since 

such resupply allowed for the timely arrival of critical spare parts and 

other equipment in the absence of a carrier-based capability to receive 

such materials directly on  the flight deck, the second aspect  concerned the 

14 



use of air-to-air refueling by the British. Evgen'ev credits the British 

with having conducted more than 600 air-to-air refueling operations with a 

failure rate of about one percent. Such refueling made possible the 

paradrop-recovery operations of fleet supply off the Falklands; they 

extended the amount of patrol time of British Nimrods up to 15 hours; and 

air-to-air refueling capability of Harrier aircraft enabled some of these 

aircraft to fly to Ascension Island.-^^ Finally, Evgen'ev also mentioned 

the tactical use of helicopters to support the amphibious operations and 

the advance on  Port  Stanley.^6 

Evgen'ev's conclusions on the results of the battle of mobilization 

were nothing more than an endorsement of the British logistical system. 

Against a systematic mobilization of national resources for the conduct of 

the campaign, the Argentines were lost. In spite of the distance between 

Ascension Island and the combat zone, British forces did not experience 

shortages in supplies, while the Argentine garrison under air and sea 

blockade quickly began to feel the effects of shortages of ammunition, 

spare parts, and provisions.-^^ The projection of national power into 

distant theaters of operation, Evgen'ev concludes, requires a well-planned 

and well-organized logistical system and should include a "mobile rear" and 

a system of forward basing. Given the recognition that has been given by 

Marshal Ogarkov, Chief of the General Staff of Soviet Armed Forces, to the 

oceanic character of the Soviet Navy and the ability of its modern surface 

ships and submarines to sail faster and further and to stay at sea longer, 

there is every reason to believe that improved logistical support for the 

Soviet Navy is integral in its role in the defense of state interests and 

the cause of international social ism.^8 Evgen'ev's commentary on the 

demands of a modern  naval   logistical  system should  be seen  as  an  agenda  for 
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the modernization of Soviet naval and air logistical capabilities in the 

years ahead.  Admiral Kapitanets inferred this point in his summation of 

the lessons to be drawn form the Falklands Conflict: 

The course of the military events during the conflict demonstrate 
that the success of combat operations in carrying out the "fleet 
versus fleet" and "fleet versus shore" missions depends to a great 
extent upon the close combined action of all branches of naval 
forces. During the actions of formations and separate warships 
under modern conditions, their all-round support through the use 
of forward bases and a floating rear  has a major significance.-^^ 

Blockade 

Soviet authors discussed the correlation of forces in the combat zone 

and pointed out the relative advantages of the respective combatants. 

Returning frequently to the theme of the Falklands Conflict as the first 

postwar naval war, i.e.; "the first combat operations in 40 years 

characterized by the large scale use of naval forces with the resolution of 

the basic tasks by the forces of the navy."'^^ Turning to the second stage 

of the conflict, they emphasized the operations associated with the 

blockade of the islands and the Argentine efforts to break it. For all the 

Soviet authors, the central issue of this phase of the conflict was the 

ability of British naval forces to sustain the blockade. Although of 

short duration, the hostilities saw the deployment of more than 180 

warships and vessels. Soviet authors point out that the correlation of 

forces in the theater of operations as 1:1 and that the Argentines enjoyed 

a substantial advantage in the air with a 7:1 ratio of aircraft at the 

start of the blockade. Soviet authors do note the fact that the British 

were able to reinforce their assets during the blockading phase of the 

operation, while degrading Argentine air power so that during the 

amphibious phase the ratio had declined to 3:1.  The substantial British 
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advantage of 7:1 in SAM launchers with their fleet was pointed out by some 

Soviet analysts.  Rear Admiral Uskov, in particular, called attention to 

the qualitiative advantages that the British forces enjoyed:  modern or 

modernized warships, SAMs, AAMs, and torpedoes.^^  The British also had 

advanced sensor systems, radar, and automated command and control. British 

means of collecting intelligence were enhanced by U.S. capabilities.  The 

Soviet authors also point to the role that technical intelligence about 

Argentine weapons systems—many of which had been purchased from England or 

its   al1ies--allowed  the  British  to  devise  more   effective 

counter-measures.^2 

Such British qualitative advantages not only negated the Argentines' 

numerical superiorities in important weapon systems, but allowed the 

British to operate effectively in a combat zone where geographic 

circumstances gave the Argentines potential benefits.  Here, effective 

British staff work resulted in tactical deployments of naval forces during 

the blockading phase of the operation that substantially negated that 

advantage. As Captains Rodionov and Novichkov point out. Admiral Woodward 

placed his carrier task forces to the northeast of the Islands beyond the 

effective range of Argentine shore-based attack aviation.  At the same 

time, the Argentines themselves had failed to take a series of measures 

that would have improved their forces' capabilities to make use of the 

geographic circumstances.  On the one hand, the Argentine Navy lacked an 

at-sea refueling and resupply capability, having only one fleet oiler. On 

the other hand, although the Argentine Navy possessed a potentially 

formidable weapons system against the British carriers in the Super 

Etendard/Exocet cruise missile combination, the Argentine naval air crews 

still did not have the requisite flying skills to operate from the 

Argentine carrier, 25 de Mayo.^3 
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Submarines 

The Soviet authors credit the presence of atomic submarines in the 

British order of battle with having had a decisive impact on the outcome of 

the blockading phase of the operation. The sinking of the cruiser General 

Belgrano on May 2, according to Admiral Kapitanets, had a decisive impact 

on the conflict because the Argentine Navy ceased to operate outside its 

own coastal waters. Without an effective ASW defense, the Argentine Navy 

could not risk sorties into the combat zone.'^'^ Rear Admiral Uskov is even 

more particular in his attribution of operational importance to British 

nuclear submarines. In his opinion, these craft allowed the British to 

sustain an effective blockade to the west of the Falklands in an area 

where, as events would prove, their surface combatants could operate only 

with extreme risk.'^S while in common agreement about the contribution of 

SSNs to British victory, the Soviet authors are not in common agreement 

about the contribution of diesel-powered submarines. Admiral Kapitanets 

concludes that the "balanced development and close cooperation of the 

principal branches of naval forces—submarines, aviation and surface 

ships —is a necessity," but he gave prominence to the high combat 

capabilities of nuclear submarines and the need to perfect ASW techniques 

against them.^^ Rggp Admiral Uskov also considered the role of diesel 

submarines and found their contribution quite limited. On the Argentine 

side, he attributed their poor performance to ineffective training, while 

on the British side he noted that they were deployed as part of the ASW 

screen of British surface task groups and were not directly engaged. For a 

navy with nearly 180 diesel submarines in active service, Uskov's comments 

seem to point in two directions: more intensive training to guarantee 

combat readiness and the assignment of the assets to missions where they 
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can operate in a less effective enemy ASW environment or can depend upon 

the support of Soviet surface combatants in conducting their own ASW 

operations.^7 

Air Supremacy and Air Operations 

While nuclear submarines proved their worth in sustaining the British 

blockade, Soviet naval officers saw the central problem of this stage of 

the conflict as the struggle for command of the air.  Admiral Kapitanets, 

citing Western commentators, asserted: 

"...the role of aviation continues to rise in combat actions at 
sea.  Without gaining and holding command of the air on an 
operational and tactical scale, it is impossible to count upon 
success in a battle or in a whole operation."^8 

However, the struggle for command of the air over the Falklands was closely 

tied to the air defense battle against both aircraft and guided cruise 

missiles, and in this situation electronic warfare "emerged not as a means 

of support but as a means of combat action, directly and mutually connected 

with air defense.^^ 

Two of the articles in Morskoi sbornik treated the struggle for 

command of the air over the Falklands. The first dealt with air tactics 

against warships, and the second treated electronic warfare there. The 

authors emphasized that direct and mutual relationship between air defense 

and electronic warfare. They presented the basic British problem as one of 

developing an effective, echeloned system of task force defense that 

included ASW operations and a three-staged system of air defense. The 

latter arrangement, the Soviet authors point out, was a consequence of the 

absence of long-range radar patrol aircraft and air superiority fighters 

from the inventory of the British operational fleet. In lieu of this, the 

British had to rely upon a system of distant radar picket ships.  These 
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ships   had   to   operate   outside   the   range   of   the   task   groups'   combat   air 

patrol  of Sea Harriers.^^ 

The successful Argentine attack on the HMS Sheffield was, according 

to these authors, a result of these operational circumstances. Rodionov 

and Novichkov describe in some detail the Argentine attack upon the 

Sheffield, including the role of target acquisition radar on an Argentine 

Neptune in the attack and the low-altitude approach to the target by the 

Super Etendards.51 Clearly, the low-flying missile posed a substantial 

threat to modern combatants. However, the loss of the Sheffield also 

represented a failure of the ship's electronic warfare systems. The Soviet 

authors repeat the claim that the Sheffield's active air defense radar was 

turned off in order for the ship to use the Sky Net communication system 

for conversations via satellite with London. This fact, in their opinion, 

still does not explain the fact that the ship had only six seconds warning 

before the missile struck. According to Rodionov and Novichkov, the 

Sheffield's passive radar detectors should have acquired the signature of 

the Exocet's own radar at a distance of 20 miles and given the ship a 

warning time of 100 seconds.52 As the authors suggest in their discussion 

of subsequent British anti-missile measures, such additional warning time, 

when linked to automated systems of air defense, could have protected the 

ship. As they point out, passive electronic counter-measures did on 

several occasions save British warships from severe damage by missiles. 

The most conspicuous example of this occurred during the final phase of the 

campaign when four land-launched Exocets were fired at HMS Glamorgan, but 

the ship was able to avoid being hit by all but one.^^ jhe British system 

of  counter-measures   sometimes   resulted   in   unexpected   damage   as   when   those 
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measures directed two Exocets away from the carrier, HMS Hermes, toward the 

containership, Atlantic Conveyor, which unexpectedly hit and sank her.5*^ 

Extensive discussions of the air and anti-air operations during the 

blockade phase of the campaign have centered upon the problems of an 

integrated system of air defense. Rodionov and Novichkov point to the 

vulnerability of the British warships to low-level attacks by missiles and 

emphasize the fact that only Sea Wolf among the SAM systems could engage 

missile targets effectively. In this context, the British fell back upon a 

reorganized defense, which placed those systems directly within the screen 

earmarked for the defense of the carriers, and the massive and sustained 

use of passive counter-measures, particularly the use of rocket-deployed 

chaff.55 

Admiral Kapitanets, in his review of this phase of the campaign, 

concluded that air defense in the modern naval battle "can only be 

successfully carried out by the integrated use of various means of 

electronic warfare and with a density of automated surface-to-air missiles 

and anti-aircraft artillery that possess quick reaction time and a high 

density of fire."56 Rear Admiral Uskov, while he noted the threat posed by 

Argentine missiles, emphasized the success of British forces during the 

second stage of the campaign. The loss of the Sheffield, as Rodionov and 

Novichkov infer, may have come as a shock to Admiral Woodward and the 

Admiralty, but throughout the blockade, British forces were able to engage 

in the "incremental use of force to weaken the garrison on the islands, cut 

its supplies and thereby prepare the way for the invasion with the least 

loss of blood."57 However, this success was, according to Rodionov and 

Novichkov, a function of the failure of the Argentines to use their 

aviation decisively during this stage of the conflict.  This, the authors 
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explain, was, in part, the result of a most unfavorable operational 

environment. While the Argentine air crews were both determined and brave, 

as their actions in the final stage of the contest demonstrated, they were 

forced to operate at the extreme operational range of their aircraft, had 

short loiter times over the target areas, and lacked both airborne 

reconnaissance--their Neptunes went out of service after the Super 

Etendards' attack on the Sheffield--and fighter air cover.  In order to 

extend the operational time of their Sky Hawks over the target, the 

Argentines converted part of their force into air-to-air refueling planes 

and, thereby, had fewer attack aircraft available. 

Soviet authors also point to other problems that degraded the 

Argentine aerial threat, including insufficient material-technical support, 

shortages of spare parts and effective ordnance, limited numbers of 

qualified air crews, inadequate combat training by air force crews in 

low-level attacks against naval targets, and a poorly organized system of 

command and control.58 This devastating portrait of Argentine handicaps 

does much to explain the reluctance of the high command to commit its air 

assets until the decisive phase of the campaign, the invasion of the 

islands. Soviet authors, however, point to a more fundamental weakness in 

the Argentine operations during the second stage of the campaign:  the 

absence of effective combined action between its aviation and naval 

forces.59 

Amphibious Assault Phase 

Soviet authors do not confine their commentary on the amphibious 

assault phase of the conflict to a discussion of the landings. Indeed, 

they devote substantially more space to the Argentine air attacks during 
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this period. As they point out, it was during this period that Argentine 

air activities assumed a massed scale and when their attack tactics were 

improved. Soviet authors discuss at length the massed air attacks of May 

21 and call attention to the low-level bombing that was used by the 

Argentines against HMS Ardent.^0 The operational circumstances that 

required the deployment of British warships within the Falklands Straits to 

provide air defense of the beachhead and fire support radically improved 

the operational situation for Argentine aviation. Using the rocky 

outcroppings of the surrounding land to help conceal them from radar 

detection on their approach, pilots attacked on the deck with conventional 

bombs and rockets. In massed, echeloned attacks the Argentines tried to 

overwhelm the air defense system and gained some success. This would have 

been even greater had their bombs been properly armed for low-level attacks 

against maritime targets.^1 

During the final stage of the campaign Soviet naval officers seem to 

have been impressed particulary by the Argentine adaptation of low-level 

attacks with conventional bombs to the conditions of the modern, electronic 

battlefield. It is nevertheless noted that the shortage of missiles had an 

impact in leading the Argentines to this decision and the serious problems 

that they had with the conventional iron bombs which they used are empha- 

sized. Still, the conclusion that Soviet authorities reach is that, in the 

confined waters of the Falkland Straits off San Carlos, the Argentines 

scored major successes, even if they were purchased at a high price of 

aircraft losses.^^ while Soviet authors discussed at length the tactics 

employed by Argentine aviation during its massed attacks of May 21 and 

later, they concluded that the British air defense system worked. British 
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losses were less  a function of a failed  air defense than the vulnerability 

of their surface ships to a serious damage from even one rocket or bomb.^^ 

In their commentaries on the air battles during the final phase of 

the conflict, Soviet commentators are unanimous in their praise for the Sea 

Harriers in air defense. Although Rodionov and Novichkov do call attention 

to the poor operational circumstances under which Argentine fliers faced 

the Harriers--at extreme range, loaded down with bombs, often short of fuel 

and trying to get out of the combat zone to find their tanker planes, 

or armed with obsolete versions of the U.S. Sidewinder AAM--they still 

praised the Sea Harriers and their aircrews. They singled out for 

attention the Harrier's ability to engage in thrust vectoring during 

forward flight as a tactical advantage. The Harriers, with their more 

advanced Sidewinders, proved able to shoot down the Argentine aircraft 

while using passive counter-measures to confuse the infrared sensor of the 

Argentine AAMs. The Harriers, it was also noted, thanks to the proficiency 

of their crews, were able to conduct as many as six sorties a day allowing 

the British to maintain a constant combat air patrol over the operational 

fleet. On several occasions. Harriers used the helicopter pad of other 

warships for recovery when fuel shortages developed. Soviet authors were 

also impressed with the British practice of teaming Sea Harriers with 

Harriers so that the RAF Harriers, which had been reequipped to carry out 

air defense operations, could make use of the Sea Harrier's air-to-air 

radar. In such a fashion were the British able to get maximum utility out 

of the 50-odd VSTOL aircraft available to the fleet during the final phase 

of the campaign.64 
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The same authors point out that the relative effectiveness of certain 

British warships' air defense capabilities had a decisive impact on 

Argentine attack tactics. The Broadsword class destroyers, with their Sea 

Wolf SAM complexes for automated target acquisition and fire control, 

proved particularly effective. In one four-plane attack on May 12, a 

Broadsword class destroyer, using its GWS 25 Sea Wolf system, shot down two 

of the attacking planes, and a third was picked off by another escort. As 

a result of such experiences, Argentine aviators shifted their attacks 

towards other escorts that were equipped with less effective defenses 

against low-level attacks, particularly the British frigates and destroyers 

carrying the Sea Dart and Sea Cat SAM system. As the Soviet authors note, 

they enjoyed far greater success against such targets.^^ 

The central conclusions that Soviet authors draw from the air defense 

battle over the beachhead at San Carlos and in the Straits are that modern 

air defense requires an integrated systems that can deal with both planes 

and cruise missiles.   Kapitanets states that modern warships, fleet 

auxiliaries and transports must be equipped with air defense systems that 

include the latest radio-electronic technology, automated control systems, 

and SAM and AA complexes that provide a high density of fire on multiple 

targets.  The system should also include active and passive electonic 

measures against cruise missiles.^^  However, he also notes the need for 

fighter aviation within the air defense umbrella. ■ Kapitanets confirms 

that: 

The experience of the conflict confirms the wisdom of deploying in 
task groups multi-mission, air capable ships for action in the 
oceanic zone which possess considerable attack power and high 
combat stability with multi-mission aircraft and helicopters.67 
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This endorsement of carriers for oceanic navies should be placed in a 

particular context used by Kapitanets. The Admiral suggests that naval 

forces should be theater specific in design and composition. Argentina, 

like other states who might be expected to operate in confined naval 

theaters and coastal seas, would have been better served if it had 

possessed a surface fleet composed of relatively small, rocket-armed craft 

with their own air defense capability.68 Coming from the Commander of the 

Soviet Baltic Fleet, this point seems worthy of elaboration. If naval 

forces are supposed to be theater specific, then it stands to reason that 

the two Soviet fleets, the Baltic and the Black Sea which operate within 

such closed naval theaters should be equipped with such rocket-armed, 

minor, surface combatants. Then what of the Northern and Pacific Fleets 

with their oceanic missions? Certainly the Kiev and her sister ships do 

represent such multi-mission, air-capable warships, but do the threats 

posed by sophisicated attack missiles require a more powerful aircraft than 

the VSTOL Yak-36 Forger? Rear Admiral Uskov seems to be posing just this 

question when he concludes his treatment of the Falklands Conflict with the 

assertion, attributed to Western specialists, that "anti-ship missiles of 

the Harpoon and Exocet types will represent the major threat to surface 

warships, and that this, in turn, moves to the forefront the necessity of 

improving all elements of the system of defense against cruise missiles.^9 

Uskov's emphasis upon the improvement of all elements of the air 

defense system stands in contrast to Admiral Kapitanets' evaluation of the 

same matter. The Admiral asserted that combat action at sea confirmed the 

importance of the development and perfection of all components of the fleet 

and all classes of ships, including transports. He did point to the need 

to increase the combat stability of such ships in the face of air attack, 
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but taken in conjunction with his emphasis upon theater-specific naval 

forces, it can be argued that he was more concerned with improving the air 

defense capabilities of individual ships and less about an integrated 

system of air defense.^0 

Kapitanets' concept of theater-specific naval forces does not ignore 

the air component. Indeed, the Admiral, citing foreign press sources, 

emphasizes that the central lesson of the Falklands Conflict was "the 

necessity of the balanced development and use in close combined action of 

the major types of forces of navies--submarines, aviation and surface 

ships."''! Kapitanets chose, however, to mention the role of nuclear 

submarines and the struggle with them as the first lesson of the Falklands 

and only then turned to aviation. Again citing the Western press, he noted 

that with the development of the means of air attack, the role of aviation 

in combat actions at sea continues to rise. Without seizing and keeping 

command of the air on an operational and tactical scale, it is impossible 

to count upon success of the battle or operation in general.^2 Taken with 

his comments regarding theater-specific naval forces, it would seem that 

Kapitanets believes that the Soviet solution of land-based aviation in 

closed theaters of naval operations is still adequate even in the face of 

the cruise missile threat. On the other hand, in oceanic theaters he 

leaves the impression that naval operations will require multi-purpose 

warships that can carry multi-mission aircraft and helicopters. 

Soviet treatment of the invasion itself emphasizes the high level of 

operational art which the British employed in the landings and during the 

assault. The context of British success was, however, command of the air 

and sea in the landing area.73 The Soviet authors were impressed by three 

distinct aspects of the British operation:  their success in achieving 
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tactical surprise, the pace of the operation, and the integration of the 

latest technologies into the land assault. Tactical surprise, the Soviet 

authors point out, was crucial to the successful amphibious assault. 

British diversionary efforts, which included demonstration shelling 

and the landing of commando parties at other points, confused the 

defenders. Under the cover of darkness, the British were able to get the 

first wave of their assault force ashore and, in the three hours before 

dawn, were able to deploy 1,000 men in a defensive perimeter covering 10 

square kilometers and including means of anti-air and anti-tank defense. 

The Argentines were thus unable to mount a coordinated counter-attack 

against the beachhead at the time when the landing forces were most 

vulnerable.74 Kapitanets, for one, credits the presence of modern landing 

craft and ships with a major influence upon the speed of the landings and 

concludes that such vessels made it possible to get the second echelon, 

which was assigned to the breakout from the beachhead and exploitation 

phase of the operation, ashore with dispatch.75 

The helicopter proved its value both as a transport for airborne 

assault forces and as a fire-support tool. Evgen'ev singled out 

the employment of helicopters in the construction at San Carlos of a 

temporary airfield, made of steel mats, as a major contribution to the land 

offensive.76 Helicopter assaults, according to Kapitanets, allowed the 

British to outflank strong points and keep the initiative, striking at the 

enemy where he did not expect a blow to fall, as in the case of the assault 

on Port Darwin and the airfield at Goose Green.77 Soviet authors also note 

the role of the Harriers in providing effective air support for the landing 

and advance.78 They point to the impact of the VSTOL technology on the 

outcome of the invasion.  Among other British weapons systems that they 
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single out for comment upon are: the Scorpion light tank, the Milan 

anti-tank missile, the Blowpipe anti-air personnel missile, and the Rapier 

SAM complex.^9 

This discussion of this phase of Argentine air operations seems to 

confirm one of the historical lessons that Soviet naval research on World 

War II had revealed: that most naval losses take place in coastal waters. 

The research technique employed in this particular study was identified by 

Vice Admiral K.A. Stalbo as "reconstructive mathematical modeling."80 /\n(j 

it would appear that the experience of the local war off the Falklands has 

confirmed the results of that particular exercise and the applicability of 

its conclusions to modern combat at sea.81 Given the Soviet interest in 

forecasting, this conclusion may have serious implications for the lessons 

that Soviet naval officers draw out of the Falklands Conflict and apply to 

their own naval art. 

Some Soviet Conclusions 

Soviet authors in their conclusions about the Falkland Conflict have 

tended to address two distinct set of questions: those narrowly 

military-technical in nature and those of a political-military nature. As 

their discussion of the various phases of the conflict should suggest, they 

do see the need for an oceanic navy, engaging in power projection, to 

possess a "mobile rear," which should include large numbers of 

auxiliaries--those in naval service and those that can be mobilized in time 

of war; forward bases; and an extensive system of air transport. However, 

they also emphasize the need for well-worked out plans for speedy 

mobilization.82 
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At the same time, Soviet authors also point to the need to improve 

warship survivability and, particularly, air and rocket defense.83 

Kapitanets credits NATO with having begun a systematic study of the lessons 

of the Falklands Conflict and are drawing practical conclusions regarding 

the modernization of their organizational structure and the improvement of 

the effectiveness of their armaments. It would seem, however, that he and 

his fellow officers speak from a Soviet perspective when they point to 

cruise missiles like Harpoon and Exocet as the central threats from the 

air.84 

Soviet authors are not in agreement regarding the role of surface 

combats in the Falklands Conflict.  Kapitanets, with his emphasis upon 

theater-specific naval forces and the role of nuclear submarines, goes on 

to suggest that neither British nor Argentine surface warships performed 

satisfactorily.  The Argentines, in his opinion, were paralyzed by the 

nuclear submarine threat, while the British warships proved vulnerable to 

cruise missile and conventional bomb attacks.85  His solution to these 

problems is a balanced fleet that can perform both fleet versus fleet, and 

fleet versus shore operations.86 in contrast to these views. Rear Admiral 

Uskov emphasized the central importance of surface combatants to British 

success.  While admitting that nuclear submarines did play a key role in 

neutralizing the Argentine Navy, Uskov concluded: 

As is clear from the analysis of the conflict, all the major goals 
relating to the blockade and seizure of the Malvinas (Falklands) 
Islands the English carried them out with the help of surface 
ships. This, in the opinion of Western specialists, confirms with 
all obviousness the rise of their role in warfare at sea.87 

The Soviet admirals seem to be disputing what will be the definition of 

one of the most commonly used but still vague terms in Soviet naval 
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terminology: "the balanced fleet." In Kapitanets, the conclusion is that 

theater-specific naval forces will be balanced in a very different fashion 

from oceanic naval forces. Within that context, Kapitanets leaves intact 

the standard Soviet formational about the appropriate balancing of the 

various branches of naval forces: first submarines, then naval aviation, 

and finally surface ships. Uskov, on the other hand, makes a case for the 

reemergence of the surface warship as a necessary and co-equal component of 

naval power in fleet versus fleet, and fleet versus shore operations.8° 

At the political level, Soviet naval officers' conclusions have been 

circumspect. The Conflict once again demonstrated the Leninist thesis that 

capitalism cannot resolve its internal contradictions except through war. 

They characterize the British victory as the "triumph of the colonialist 

policy of Britain's Conservative government" and repeat the charge that 

U.S. support for Britain contributed to "the exaggeration of the military 

conflict." They have also noted with some satisfaction the fact that the 

conflict forced the U.S. to choose among its allies, between Britain and 

Argentina, between a NATO and a Pan-American orientation.^^ jheir initial 

reaction was to draw some satisfaction from the naval losses imposed upon 

Britain and the long-term costs of a permanent British deployment in the 

South Atlantic as drawing down assets available to NATO.^O This line has 

not, however, been repeated in later articles. 

Concluding Observations 

If Soviet naval officers have been reticent about drawing political 

conclusions about the implications of the Falklands Conflict, Western 

analysts should take little heart. Their overall perception of the 

Conflict as one manifestation of increasing rivalry among capitalist states 
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of different levels of development was already given formal endorsement by 

Marshal Ogarkov.^^ This circumstance suggests greater Soviet efforts to 

undermine the U.S. alliance system and to increase its problems of 

coalition management. Soviet naval officers can take satisfaction out of 

two other trends which the Falklands Conflict seemed to confirm: the 

emergence of the possibility of resource wars between the North and South, 

and the increased reliance of the West upon an "oceanic strategy." Both 

trends will be used to promote the growth of the Soviet Navy. 

Another ground for Soviet naval officers' satisfaction with the 

Falklands Conflict was precisely what can be learned about trends in 

warfare at sea. The Falklands Conflict, unlike many other contemporary 

local wars, cost the Soviet Union little but offers major dividends to its 

naval and military researchers. This point deserves reiteration to Western 

analysts and lay-readers alike. Naval officers and, indeed, the research 

apparatus of the General Staff of the Soviet Armed Forces are now making a 

sustained effort to reshape their perceptions about modern warfare on the 

basis of the lessons derived from the Falklands Conflict. Judging by the 

articles in Morskoi sbornik, this effort will be professionally competent, 

extensive and sustained. While Soviet military thinkers warn that it is 

necessary to take into account the peculiarities of all such local wars, 

they nonetheless see them as having "an importance for the perfection of 

military theory." The Falklands Conflict, like other local wars, will 

allow them to perfect their conception of modern warfare, i.e., "that they 

are grasped through the prism of contemporaneity."^2 we should anticipate 

serious consideration of the major issues raised by the Falkland Conflict 

to continue with Soviet naval circles. Their comments will deserve 

consideration by Western naval analysts. 
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